Changes of calf muscle-tendon biomechanical properties induced by passive-stretching and active-movement training in children with cerebral palsy
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Zhao H, Wu Y, Hwang M, Ren Y, Gao F, Gaebler-Spira D, Zhang LQ. Changes of calf muscle-tendon biomechanical properties induced by passive-stretching and active-movement training in children with cerebral palsy. J Appl Physiol 111: 435–442, 2011. First published May 19, 2011; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.01361.2010.—Biomechanical properties of calf muscles and Achilles tendon may be altered considerably in children with cerebral palsy (CP), contributing to childhood disability. It is unclear how muscle fascicles and tendon respond to rehabilitation and contribute to improvement of ankle-joint properties. Biomechanical properties of the calf muscle fascicles of both gastrocnemius medialis (GM) and soleus (SOL), including the fascicle length and pennation angle in seven children with CP, were evaluated using ultrasonography combined with biomechanical measurements before and after a 6-wk treatment of passive-stretching and active-movement training. The passive force contributions from the GM and SOL muscles were separated using flexed and extended knee positions, and fascicular stiffness was calculated based on the fascicular force-length relation. Biomechanical properties of the Achilles tendon, including resting length, cross-sectional area, and stiffness, were also evaluated. The 6-wk training induced elongation of muscle fascicles (SOL: 8%, P = 0.018; GM: 3%, P = 0.018), reduced pennation angle (SOL: 10%, P = 0.028; GM: 5%, P = 0.028), reduced fascicular stiffness (SOL: 17%, P = 0.128; GM: 21%, P = 0.018), decreased tendon length (6%, P = 0.018), increased Achilles tendon stiffness (32%, P = 0.018), and increased Young’s modulus (20%, P = 0.018). In vivo characterizations of calf muscles and Achilles tendon mechanical properties help us better understand treatment-induced changes of calf muscle-tendon and facilitate development of more effective treatments.

CEREBRAL PALSY (CP) is a COMMON disorder of movement and posture caused by a nonprogressive injury to the developing brain (10, 33). The neurological disorder can cause secondary changes in the musculoskeletal system, such as muscle weakness, spasticity, and/or contractures around joints, which makes CP a leading cause of childhood disability (5, 34). Unlike adults with disabilities, children with CP face the risk of further losing functional mobility during adolescence because of ongoing secondary impairments, such as soft-tissue shortening, weakness, and bony deformity (7). As a result, children who are ambulatory may change the need for assistance over time and become reliant on walkers or wheelchairs. These changes are complex but are attributable to loss of strength, poor alignment, and motivation (11). Efficient walking has been one of the treatment goals for children with CP. The ability to translate the tibia over the foot decreases the work of walking and improves the gait-normalcy index. Of all of the modalities to decrease muscle tone and improve range of motion (ROM), a temporary decrease of motoneuron function through botulinum toxin injections, selective section of sensory roots involved in the hyperactive reflex pathway, orthopedic surgery, and serial casting can have a significant effect but are costly and invasive. Passive-stretching and active-movement training is readable available as a part of a physical therapy treatment session and home-exercise program, although its effect size may be moderate (e.g., <10° improvement through stretching) (31, 45). Clinically, a physical therapist (PT) manipulates the joint and moves it throughout the ROM to reduce spasticity/contracture. Despite therapy and home programs that include stretching, the effects of passive stretching may not persist. In addition, manual stretching by PTs is laborious, and the outcome depends on subjective assessments, such as the PT’s “end feel”. Splints, casts, tilt-table, and some other external devices are also applied to assist treating the patients, among which, continuous passive motion (CPM) devices are widely used to prevent postoperative adhesion and reduce joint stiffness (24). However, CPM machines can only move the limb at a constant speed between two prescribed joint positions. The passive movement does not usually stretch into the extreme positions, where contracture/spasticity is significant.

Controlled, passive ankle stretching has been used to treat ankle contracture and spasticity in neurologically impaired patients (46). The stretching device is driven by a servomotor, controlled by a digital signal processor. The stretching velocity is controlled to be inversely proportional to the joint-resistance torque, so that near the ROM limits, the muscles/tendons involved are stretched slowly and safely. Once the specific peak-resistance torque is reached, the motor holds the joint at the extreme positions for a prescribed period of time, which can be conveniently adjusted. In addition to the passive-stretching mode, the intelligent ankle-stretching device can be operated in active-movement mode and provide assistance or resistance to the subject’s voluntary ankle movement. Motivated by interactive games, the subject can actively move the ankle through the ROM, and the exercise intensity can be adjusted progressively by changing the training difficulty level and the assistance/resistance level. In addition, the intelligent...
ankle-stretching device is portable, which provides convenient and low-cost treatment for children with CP.

The functional outcome of treating ankle joints with contracture/spasticity in stroke survivors using controlled stretching has been investigated (35, 46). However, the studies were mainly focused on the biomechanical evaluations of the ankle joint, including stiffness, viscosity, and ROM. A detailed understanding of in vivo calf muscle fascicles and tendon adaptations may help us to assess the efficacy of such treatment. In vivo gastrocnemius (GS) muscle architecture in children with CP has been investigated using ultrasonography, and shortened muscle fascicles were reported (8, 23, 25, 26). Several studies have also been carried out to investigate the calf muscles or tendon mechanical changes induced by repeated stretching and resistant exercise in able-bodied subjects (17, 27).

The objective of the present study was to investigate changes in mechanical properties of calf muscle fascicles and Achilles tendon in children with CP before and after a 6-wk combined passive-stretching and active-movement training program. We hypothesized that the 6-wk combined passive-stretching and active-movement treatment would elongate the calf muscle fascicles and reduce fascicular stiffness and pennation angle on the one hand and reduce Achilles tendon length and increase its stiffness and Young’s modulus on the other hand.

METHODS

Participants

Seven children with spastic CP participated in the study (four hemiplegic and three diplegic; one female and six male). Mean age was 9.3 ± 3.2 (range 5–15) yr. All of the children could follow instructions, and they were able to walk independently, with two of them at Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) Level II and five of them at GMFCS Level I.

Experimental Setup

The participants were treated over a 6-wk period of time using the intelligent ankle-stretching device shown in Fig. 1A. The device was attached to a chair, where the child was seated comfortably with the leg supported by a brace and fixed at a prescribed position. The foot of the patient was secured to a footplate with the center of rotation of the ankle aligned with the motor-rotation axis. The ankle-joint torque and position were sampled by a digital signal processor, which controlled the joint movement and communicated with the display computer to show the interactive games. Before and after the 6-wk treatment, ultrasound evaluations were performed. The setup was comprised of a custom-made knee–ankle joint driving device, a GE LOGIQ 9 ultrasound imaging system with a 12-MHz high-resolution matrix probe M12L (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) and a data acquisition computer (Fig. 1B). Ultrasound and biomechanical properties of the soleus (SOL) and GS muscle fascicles and Achilles tendon were evaluated. The subject lay prone with the ankle and knee aligned with the custom knee–ankle joint driving device and the joint torque and position measured synchronously with the ultrasound images of calf fascicles and Achilles tendon. Further information about the evaluation setup can be found in ref. (47), except that the chair in the knee-ankle device was replaced by a bed with the subject lying down in a prone position.

Experimental Design

Passive-stretching and active-movement training. The patients went through a three-sessions/wk, 6-wk program of combined passive ankle-stretching and active-movement training (45). Each training session consisted of 20-min passive-stretching, 30-min active-movement training, followed by 10-min passive stretching on the subject’s impaired (for hemiplegic CP) or more impaired (in diplegic CP) side (45). The participants sat upright comfortably and were asked to relax during the passive stretching; the predetermined torque was applied to strenuously stretch the calf muscle toward extreme dorsiflexion. During the active-movement training, the participants used the ankle rehabilitation robot and actively engaged themselves in computer games to exercise the ankle joint in both dorsiflexion and plantar flexion. The robot provided assistance if the subject had difficulty finishing the movement task, and it provided resistance if the subject could perform the task easily (45).

Outcome Evaluations Using Ultrasonic and Biomechanical Measurements

Before and after the 18 training sessions, biomechanical properties of the calf muscles and Achilles tendon on the impaired (for hemiplegic CP) or more impaired (in diplegic CP) side were evaluated using ultrasonography combined with biomechanical measurements. The participant lay down in a prone position with the thigh and trunk secured to the bed using Velcro straps. The leg and foot were securely attached to the leg linkage and footplate, respectively, and the knee and ankle joints aligned with the motor-rotation axes. To evaluate muscle fascicle properties, the ankle was fixed at various positions (at
10° intervals) across the participant’s ankle ROM. All measurements were obtained with the knee in 90° flexion and full extension to separate ankle-joint torque contributions from the SOL and GS muscles. The ankle-joint torque and the ultrasound image of the SOL and GS medialis (GM) muscle, at every knee-ankle configuration, were recorded, and the subject was asked to relax during the measurement.

**GM and SOL Fascicle Images**

To improve the accuracy of the GM fascicle measurement, the probe was moved, scanning the transverse plane of the distal muscle belly of GM to locate the fascicle plane. Once the middle of the ultrasound image at the deep aponeurosis of GM was parallel to the bottom of the image, the probe was rotated 90°, and the image plane was regarded as being aligned with the fascicle plane (2). The probe was then moved proximally within the fascicle plane to cover the full longitudinal image of the GM muscle using an extended field-of-view technique called LOGIQView (41). To obtain the SOL fascicle image, the probe was moved along the posterior lower leg, scanning the sagittal plane using LOGIQView. The representative fascicle images of GM and SOL muscles are shown in Fig. 2, A and B.

**Measurement of Muscle Fascicle Length and Pennation Angle**

In this study, the average fascicle length was defined as the length of the fascicle halfway between the middle-muscle belly and the distal muscle-tendon junction (MTJ). Usually, the clearest fascicle in the region was selected for length measurement. For GM, the pennation angle was defined as the angle between the fascicle selected for length measurement and deep aponeurosis of GM. For SOL, the pennation angle was defined as the angle between the fascicle selected for length measurement and superficial aponeurosis of SOL. ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) software was used to measure the fascicle length and pennation angles displayed in Fig. 2, A and B.

**Achilles Tendon Mechanical Properties**

The Achilles tendon was scanned in the sagittal plane at rest using a special function of LOGIQ 9, called LOGIQView, and the tendon resting length was measured using ImageJ. The transverse plane of the Achilles tendon was scanned to measure the cross-sectional area (CSA). The tendon moment arm was measured using a physical measurement and ultrasonography combined method. Then, the subject performed a controlled isometric plantar flexion effort, following the target and actual torques displayed in real-time on the monitor, with the ultrasound video and ankle-joint torque recorded synchronously. The tendon-length change was calculated by tracking the displacement of MTJ between frames in the ultrasound video. The tendon force was computed from the joint torque and tendon moment arm. The tendon stiffness was further calculated based on the tendon elongation and force. The detailed methods were described in ref. (47).

**SOL and GM Muscle Fascicular Stiffness**

The Achilles tendon moment arm at 0° dorsiflexion was measured for each subject. The values of the moment arm at other ankle-joint angles were computed based on the moment arm at 0° dorsiflexion and the moment arm–ankle-joint angle relation curve obtained from Software for Interactive Musculoskeletal Modeling (SIMM; Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa, CA). It was assumed that the passive tension of the GS muscle was negligible at 90° knee flexion (9, 27a). Therefore, most of the ankle-resistance torque at 90° knee flexion came from the SOL muscle. The SOL passive force was then calculated in the range of 20° plantar flexion to 10° dorsiflexion. The corresponding SOL fascicular force was scaled by 1/cos(θSOL), with θSOL as the pennation of SOL fascicles. The GS contribution to the ankle passive-resistance torque was estimated as the difference of the passive ankle-resistance torque between full knee extension and 90° knee flexion, as GS muscles are major ankle plantar flexors crossing the knee joint. The GS passive force was also calculated in the range of 20° plantar flexion to 10° dorsiflexion. The passive force from GM was determined as 61% of the total passive GS force based on the method described in refs. (6, 9). The corresponding GM fascicular force was scaled by 1/cos(θGM), with θGM as the pennation of GM fascicles. The fascicular stiffness of GM and SOL was determined as the slope of their force–fascicle length relation curves.

**Statistical Analysis**

Nonparametric analysis (Friedman test and Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test) was used to analyze the response variables (fascicle length and stiffness, pennation angle, and Achilles tendon length) with respect to the factors (pre- and post-treatment, ankle position, knee position). Spearman’s rank correlation was used to test the monotonic trend (e.g., if one variable is increased, then the other one also follows). The significance level was set at 0.05. The results were presented as means ± SD unless specified otherwise.

**RESULTS**

**SOL and GM Fascicle Length and Pennation Angle**

As a uniarticular muscle, the SOL muscle fascicle length varied with ankle angle (P < 0.001). The fascicle length increased monotonically as the ankle dorsiflexed (P = 0.003). After the 6-wk treatment, SOL fascicle length increased significantly at both full knee extension (Fig. 3A) and 90° knee flexion (Fig. 3B; P < 0.001). For example, at full knee extension and 0° ankle dorsiflexion, SOL fascicle length increased significantly (P = 0.018) from 24.8 ± 2.2 mm to 26.8 ± 8.3 mm (Fig. 3A). At 90° knee flexion and 0° ankle dorsiflexion, SOL fascicle length increased significantly (P = 0.018) from 24.4 ± 8.0 mm to 26.5 ± 8.3 mm (Fig. 3).

Together with elongation of SOL fascicles after the 6-wk treatment, the SOL pennation angle decreased significantly at
the extended (Fig. 4A) and flexed (Fig. 4B) knee positions ($P < 0.001$). For example, at $0^\circ$ ankle dorsiflexion and full knee extension, the pennation angle decreased significantly ($P = 0.028$) from $24.5 \pm 4.8^\circ$ to $22.1 \pm 4.5^\circ$, and at $90^\circ$ knee flexion and $0^\circ$ ankle dorsiflexion, SOL pennation angle decreased significantly ($P = 0.028$) from $24.9 \pm 4.9^\circ$ to $22.3 \pm 4.6^\circ$.

As a biarticular muscle, the GM muscle fascicle length varied with both ankle ($P < 0.001$) and knee flexion ($P <
The fascicle length increased monotonically as the ankle dorsiflexed ($P < 0.004$) but decreased as the knee flexed ($P < 0.0001$). Similar to the SOL muscle, the GM muscle showed significantly increased fascicle length (Fig. 3, C and D, $P < 0.001$) and decreased pennation angle (Fig. 4, C and D, $P < 0.001$) at both full knee extension and 90° knee flexion after the 6-wk training. For example, at 0° ankle dorsiflexion and full knee extension, GM fascicle length increased significantly ($P = 0.018$) from 40.2 ± 6.6 mm to 41.5 ± 5.9 mm, and pennation angle decreased significantly ($P = 0.028$) from 16.7 ± 2.9° to 16.0 ± 2.8°. At 90° knee flexion and 0° ankle dorsiflexion, GM fascicle length increased significantly ($P = 0.018$) from 29.3 ± 6.2 mm to 30.9 ± 5.5 mm, and pennation angle decreased significantly ($P = 0.043$) from 21.9 ± 4.0° to 20.8 ± 3.3°.

**SOL and GM Muscle Fascicular Stiffness**

With the SOL and GM fascicular force at four ankle positions, calculated from the ankle-joint torque using the method previously described (47), the mean results over the subjects were plotted with respect to the fascicle length and curve fitted using second order polynomial as shown in Fig. 5, A and B. For both SOL and GM, the force-length curves shifted to the right and became less steep after the 6-wk training, indicating that the fascicles became longer and less stiff. For example, at 0° ankle dorsiflexion and full knee extension, the passive SOL fascicle stiffness decreased slightly ($P = 0.128$) from 33.3 ± 10.4 N/mm before training to 27.6 ± 12.5 N/mm after training, whereas the passive stiffness of GM fascicles reduced significantly ($P = 0.018$) from 12.2 ± 3.8 N/mm to 9.6 ± 3.6 N/mm.

**Achilles Tendon Mechanical Properties**

After training, Achilles tendon length decreased ($P = 0.018$) from 55.7 ± 9.9 mm to 52.6 ± 9.4 mm, as opposed to a length increase of SOL and GM fascicles measured at 0° dorsiflexion and full knee extension (Fig. 6), whereas no significant change of CSA was found ($P = 0.063$). Achilles tendon stiffness increased significantly from 86.8 ± 16.9 N/mm to 114.4 ± 16.0 N/mm ($P = 0.018$), and the Young’s modulus increased significantly ($P = 0.018$) from 113.6 ± 34.9 megapascals (MPa) to 136.8 ± 38.8 MPa, as opposed to stiffness decrease of SOL and GM fascicles, measured at 0° dorsiflexion and full knee extension (Fig. 7).
DISCUSSION

In the present study, changes of GM and SOL muscle fascicles and Achilles tendon mechanical properties induced by passive-stretching and active-movement training were evaluated in vivo and noninvasively using ultrasound in children with CP. Results showed significant changes of physical dimension and biomechanical properties in calf muscle fascicles and Achilles tendon after training, including increased calf muscle fascicle length, decreased pennation angle, decreased fascicular stiffness, shortened Achilles tendon, and increased tendon stiffness, indicating the adaptability and responsiveness of the children’s growing muscles and tendons to the treatment.

The results on GM muscle architecture, such as fascicle length (ranged from 25.87 ± 5.61 to 41.78 ± 6.89 mm across the tested ankle and knee positions) and pennation angle (ranged from 15.76 ± 2.82° to 24.90 ± 5.05°; 20.17 ± 4.36° at ankle resting position and full knee extension), in children with CP agree with previous studies (1, 23, 25, 37, 38, 42a). The Achilles tendon length quantified at neutral ankle and 90° knee flexion changed from 55.7 ± 9.9 mm to 52.6 ± 9.4 mm postintervention, which was in agreement with a previous study (8), in which Achilles tendon length was measured across larger ankle and knee range (45.7 ± 3.8 mm to 64.1 ± 10.3 mm). There is a lack of published results on SOL muscle fascicle length in children with CP for relevant comparisons, but in young adults, SOL muscle fascicle length ranged from 29 ± 5 mm to 43 ± 5 mm across various ankle and knee positions (12), which were considerably longer than those in the children with CP in the current study (ranged from 21.3 ± 7.4 mm to 26.6 ± 7.9 mm and from 24.2 ± 7.9 mm to 28.2 ± 8.5 mm pre- and postintervention, respectively).

Achilles tendon stiffness (86.8 ± 16.9 N/mm and 114.4 ± 16.0 N/mm pre- and postinterventions, respectively) in the current study falls into the wide range of tendon stiffness reported in the literature. For example, in adult human subjects, the tendon stiffness was reported as 30 N/mm (17), 150 N/mm (18a), 180 N/mm (18), and 330 N/mm (28). Young’s modulus of the Achilles tendon was measured in vivo as 788 MPa in adult male subjects (22) and in vitro on adult cadaver specimens as 820 MPa (43), whereas the modulus in rats was reported as 33–53 MPa (4). In the current study, Young’s modulus of the Achilles tendon included 113.6 ± 34.9 MPa and 136.8 ± 38.8 MPa pre- and postinterventions, respectively. The tendon stiffness and Young’s modulus from kids in the current study were lower than those reported on adults. The difference might be attributed to factors including aging (30), test protocol (e.g., loading rate) (43), and specimen condition (i.e., in vivo or in vitro) (39), as well as experimental errors in the different studies. It was reported that with growing and aging, tendons become much stronger and stiffer than at birth (36). Differences in Achilles tendon stiffness and Young’s modulus between data in literature and our results might also be attributed to overall nonlinear tendon stress-strain properties. In the present study, Young’s modulus and stiffness were calculated under submaximal contractions within the manageable force range of children with CP, whereas some other studies used much higher forces with muscles under maximal voluntary contraction (19–21).

As shown in results, the Achilles tendon was much stiffer than GM and SOL fascicles under passive condition, which reflects the difference in stiffness between muscles and tendons in general (Fig. 7). Furthermore, GM fascicles were less stiff than SOL fascicles at both sides, which could be related to the different functional roles played by the biarticular GM (mostly fast-twitch fibers with strong contractions and rapid development of large tension) and uniaxial SOL (mostly slow-twitch fibers and long, sustaining contractions) muscles (40).

Significant fascicle elongation, reduction in pennation, and decrease in fascicular stiffness were observed in both SOL and GS muscles after the 6-wk intensive treatment of combined passive-stretching and active-movement training, which indicates that the passive-stretching and active-movement treatment loosened up the stiff muscles and reduced the tension in muscle fascicles. It was reported that stretching of muscles may delay atrophy and can even cause growth (3, 13, 14). The passive-stretching and active-movement training may be especially effective in reducing muscle stiffness and preventing contracture for growing children with highly adaptive muscles and tendons. The treatment-induced tension reduction could be due to tension reduction in muscle fascicles themselves and/or in connective tissues around the muscle fascicles and the whole muscle. Furthermore, the results showed relatively greater changes in fascicles/tendon stiffness than the fascicles/tendon length changes, which may be due to the combined effect of the fascicle/tendon length and force changes on the stiffness changes.

Biomechanical properties of the Achilles tendon were changed significantly after the 6-wk combined passive-stretching and active-movement training, indicating that the growing tendons of the children were responsive to the treatment. It was reported that the combined stiffness of tendon and aponeurosis increased significantly after 8-wk, 4 sessions/wk, resistance training (18.8%) or resistance and static-stretching training (15.3%) (17), whereas 3-wk static stretching at 35° dorsiflexion with the ankle at the standing position induced reduction in tendon-aponeurosis viscosity but no effect on its elasticity (16). Achilles tendon mechanical properties were shown degraded in the elderly, characterized as reduced stiffness, and a three times/wk over 14-wk resistance exercise training reversed the process and increased tendon stiffness significantly by ~65% (32). In an animal study, 21-day passive stretching on the ankle significantly increased the tendon maximum stress (~21%) and modulus of elasticity (~55%) (4). The increase in tendon stiffness could be attributed to adaptation and remodeling of tendon structure subject to mechanical stimuli at the cellular level, and evidences have been shown in both animal and human experimental (4, 15) and theoretical studies (42). Further studies need to be carried out to differentiate the changes induced by the passive-stretching and active-movement training.

There were limitations with the study. The fascicular force-length relation might be affected by the simplified model of calculating the fascicular force from the ankle-joint dorsiflexion-resistance torque. The model assumed that the torque contribution from SOL did not change with knee flexion angle, and most ankle torque at 90° knee flexion came from SOL. Moreover, the model did not take into account the torque contribution from other muscles and soft tissues, the intramuscular force, and the complicated relation between muscle force and fascicular force. Nevertheless, according to Fig. 3, A and B, the fascicle length of SOL did not change much from 90° knee flexion to full knee extension, indicating the resistance
torque from SOL did not change with knee flexion angle. In addition, the sample size of the present study was relatively small. More subjects should be included in future studies.

In the present study, architectural and mechanical properties of GM and SOL muscle fascicles and Achilles tendon in children with CP were evaluated before and after a 6-wk program of passive-stretching and active-movement training. Increased calf muscle fascicle length and decreased fasicular stiffness, decreased tendon resting length, and increased tendon stiffness were induced by the 6-wk training. The combined ultrasonic and biomechanical evaluations help us understand calf muscle and Achilles tendon functions and gain insight into the closely related biomechanical changes of calf muscles and Achilles tendon in neurological disorders, provide quantitative assessment for rehabilitation treatment, and conduct CP rehabilitation more effectively.
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